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The following Family Tree traces the ancestors of Walter Noonan and Marie Kastner 

back 200 to 300 years, in some cases eight generations in the past. The tree begins with my 

mother, Eileen Noonan, and it is the same for any of Walter & Marie’s twelve children that I 

refer to as the Siblings. For them, the first branch of the tree begins the Noonan and Kastner 

lines. The Noonan splits to Noonan and McKenna, and the Kastner splits to Kastner and Stadler. 

And so on and so on. For each generation, the number of direct line ancestors doubles, so after 

eight generations, there are 28th ancestors or 256. One more generation means 512 ancestors. 

The Noonan Siblings each married (at least once) and had one or more children. Each 

child has all the Noonan ancestors and again as many ancestors from their other parent’s 

family. In using this chart, each child of a Sibling adds one to the heading at the top. For 

example, Parents becomes Grandparents, and 7th Great Grandparent becomes 8th Great 

Grandparent. 

I began this tree with research from John Noonan and Linda Noonan Thomas. Using 

ancestry.com, familysearch.org, and findagrave.com, I added more information. Through 

ancestory.com I met a woman from Germany (Bee) who also traces her family back to Kastners. 

She lives in the same area our Kastner ancestors lived for several hundred years and attended 

the same church. She was able to access old church records containing invaluable information 

on our Kastners. Thank you, Bee! 

Much of the data obtained through ancestry.com is shared among many people with 

common ancestors. This helps find links to your past, but sometimes people assume a link with 

another tree that isn’t correct. To be entirely accurate, each link to a previous generation needs 

to be checked against actual documents. As you look farther and farther into the past, this 

proof is harder to find (unless it is a famous or royal family), since documentation gets poor. For 

those reasons I find that most amateur ancestry research is rather good for about 200 years in 

the past. After that, it gets sketchy, but still fun to look at as a possibility. This is the case here, 

however, I would say that the Kastner data is stronger thanks to German record keeping and 

my correspondence with my friend Bee. 

The following Family Tree was generated with Family Tree Maker software. I hope you 

have as much fun looking at this tree as I did creating it. 

 

Enjoy! 

Larry D. Bottomley 

(Oldest Grandson of Walter & Marie) 

January 31, 2021 
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